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I. INTRODUCTION
Conventional methods of deriving the operational matrix are difficult and not unified. In this paper, we present a unified approach to deriving the operational matrices of orthogonal functions. The approach is simple and computer oriented, therefore, very useful in practice. After presenting a unified approach to the operational matrices of orthogonal functions, this paper applied the proposed approach to calculate the inverse Laplace transform, numerically.
The Laplace transform approach to differential equation solving [1] comes from Heaviside's operational method. The idea is that Heaviside truly deserves credit because the operators, his inventions, allow the reduction of differential equations into equivalent algebraic equations. Heaviside's contribution is creative and usually, a piece of creative work is crude. Later on, the Laplace transform [1] indeed gives a rigorous foundation to the operational method. In the Heaviside time, the inverse process was established by Bromwich [2] by using contour integral which is more complicated than necessary.
Since the third author and Hsiao [3] , [4] Any function y(t) which is square integrable in the interval 0 t < 1 can be expanded into Haar series by y(t) = m01 i=0 cihi(t) where c i = 1 0 y(t)h i (t) dt, or in the matrix form y T =c T 1 H whereỹ is the discrete form of the continuous function, y(t) andcis called the coefficient vector, they are both column vectors, and H is the Haar wavelet matrix and is defined by
whereh T 0 ;h T 1 ; . . . ;h T m01 are the discrete form of the Haar wavelet bases; the discrete values are taken form the continuous curves h 0 (t); h 1 (t); . . . ; h m01 (t), respectively.
III. OPERATIONAL MATRIX OF INTEGRATION
Although historically the idea of the operational matrix was established via the Walsh function [5] , logically the one via the block pulse function is more basic [6] . The operational matrix for integration of the block pulse function matrix B, by definition, is given by 
where Q8 is the operational matrix for integration of 8. Since the block pulse matrix B(t) is the identity matrix with an appropriate order, the left-hand side of (5) 
From (3) and (6), we obtain
From (5) and (7), we obtain 
The transfer function X(s) in (11) with m = 8.
The discrete form of (12a) is given bỹ x T , the inversion of the Laplace transform X(s), is given bỹ
The solution given by (14) is new and much simpler compared with those from previous literature [1] , [7] . The above procedures for finding x T , the inverse Laplace transform of X(s), is summarized as follows.
Step 2) Express X(s) in terms of 1=s, denote it asX(1=s).
Step 3) Replace each 1=s inX(1=s) by the operational matrix Q H .
Step 4) Calculatex T byx T = [2m 02m 111 02m]12m 1 H T 1 X(Q H )1H where m is the number of segments of the Haar wavelet matrix H.
V. EXAMPLES AND RESULTS
Three examples are given for demonstration.
A. Rational Transfer Function (2=s + 3)
Expressing (2=s + 3) in terms of 1=s, we obtainX(1=s) = (2=s)=1 + (3=s). In the case of m = 8, from (14) The exact solution is x(t) = 2e 03t . The results are shown in Fig. 2 . 
B. Irrational Transfer Function s 03=2
Expressing s 03=2 in terms of 1=s, we obtainX(1=s) = (1=s)
3=2 .
In the case of m = 8, from (14) we obtaiñ The exact solution is x(t) = 2 t=. The results are shown in Fig. 3 . The exact solution is x(t) = erfc(1= p t). The results are shown in Fig. 4 .
C. Exponential Transfer Function

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a unified method for finding the operational matrix of an orthogonal function set is derived. It is simple and computer oriented. A new method for calculating the inverse Laplace transform is derived, based on the derived operational matrix of the Haar wavelets. Instead of using contour integration or dictionary-type solution, the operational matrix for integration of an orthogonal function set is used to derive the inverse Laplace transform formula. By using the proposed method, hundred pairs of Laplace transforms of rational transfer functions can be combined into a single algorithm and the inverse of irrational and transcendental transfer functions can be calculated by the same algorithm with proper interpretation.
Examples for calculating the inverses of rational, irrational and transcendental transfer functions are illustrated. A Laplace transform pair table (Table I) showing the conventional analytic inverse formula together with the new derived numerical formula by our method is included in this paper. It demonstrates that our method is simple and powerful.
